The possibility of having flying machines in complex natural environments presents many exciting possibilities, but also technical challenges. Insects often rely on visual cues for flight and decision making, and recent work suggests that the perception of wind force through tactile sensory inputs also provides important information for flight control. However, the extent to which these respective cues might potentially be bound together in the brain to enable accurate decisions remains untested. Here we discuss recent evidence that the brain of insects possesses mechanisms that may allow for the binding of complex multisensory information, and we propose an experiment that could dissect whether insects like bees may have such a capacity. We additionally discuss areas of the bee brain that might facilitate decision making in order to provide a road map forward for future work on understanding the mechanisms of flying in complex natural environments.
Flying in Complex Natural Environments
With the recent rapid advances in material and sensor technology, the potential applications for small, lightweight UAVs to operate in highly complex environments promises to be a great boom for fields like disaster surveillance, commercial product delivery, or the distribution of medication in remote and inaccessible terrain. A real world challenge for such systems, however, is the highly variable nature of life "outside the lab". Several factors can be very problematic in natural conditions, including but not limited to 1) the size of objects as perceived by a visual system is dependent upon viewing distance during an approach flight and so can be an ambiguous cue [1] , 2) the shape of specific elements, and the spatial relationship to other elements in a scene can vary with "observer" viewpoint [2] , and 3) external factors like wind can make flight difficult in natural conditions, potentially influencing what decisions need to be made [3] . Despite these challenges, many insects like honeybees (Apis mellifera) and bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) often fly in very complex and challenging environments [4] , and have potentially evolved mechanisms that might be of high value for bio-inspired solutions for computer vision and unmanned vehicles. In this short report we provide a theoretical background based on recent studies for how insect vision may deal with the complexity of natural environments, and we propose future work that can further build our understanding of how flying in complex natural environments might benefit from multisensory integration of information.
The Size Problem
The absolute size of an image on a sensor or retina may be an unreliable cue. For example, a flying bee that detects a flower which subtends a visual angle of 5˚ can not necessarily know if the flower is a small (rewarding type), or a larger (non-rewarding type) flower since visual angle depends both on object size and viewing distance [1] [5] . Indeed, if free flying honeybees have to learn a stimulus discrimination task at a fixed visual angle then it appears that bees only use a fixed retinotopic mechanism and cannot reliably process the stimuli at a novel visual angle [6] . However, recent work shows that individual free flying honeybees can, under the right conditions, learn to use rules to make correct decisions between stimuli of different sizes, even if actual size of a particular stimulus is ambiguous [6] [7] . For example, if a bee has to choose between two "yellow" squares (and/or diamonds) of different sizes from a learning set of 6 sizes ranging between 1 -6 cm, and repeat such learning in over many trials with random combinations of sizes, bees can both learn to choose the appropriate size relationship coupled with a sucrose solution, and then transfer the learnt smaller-larger rule to novel shapes and colors without any additional learning. The bee brain is capable of doing this independent of whether certain sizes (e.g. 3 cm) are a rewarded target or distracter containing a bitter solution in a given trial, depending upon the alternative stimulus presented (e.g. 2 or 4 cm). This demonstrates that bees can learn, through experience, to use a rule to solve relative size problems [7] . Rule learning is potentially a useful framework for computer vision in complex environments because rules can be applied to novel situations that were not previously envisaged, and the fact that the honeybee brain with less than one million neurons can solve rule learning problems suggests there may be efficient computational mechanisms underlying such complex behavioral outcomes [6] [8].
Relationship Learning
Whilst it was previously believed that insect vision was exclusively mediated by hard wired mechanisms that extracted elementary cues from stimuli with little or no plasticity for learning [9] , a series of experiments have shown that the way in which bees acquire information is very dependent on the type of conditioning employed during a training regime [10] - [15] . Indeed with appetitive-aversive differential conditioning protocols [10] [16] bees learn very difficult tasks, for example, recognizing human faces using configural mechanisms [11] . This has recently opened the door to understanding relationship learning in free flying honeybees. One of the classic problems for understanding relationship learning in primates is how an animal can process the concept of whether a particular object is above, or below another referent object [17] [18]. It has been recently possible to show that the honeybee brain can learn to appropriately choose a novel object in relation to a known referent (e.g. above or below a horizontal line), or even discriminate between two similar objects and correctly identify a known referent and the correct relationship to another object [8] , analogous to the primate experiments access-ing concept learning [19] . Furthermore, the honeybee brain can learn to apply dual relationship rules between stimuli (e.g. above/below and same/different), and apply such rules to novel stimuli [20] . Indeed bees can learn such simultaneous mastering of dual abstract concepts within 30 trials experience with stimuli, and currently it remains untested whether primate brains can actually acquire such complex information so rapidly. Given the highly reduced size of the insect brain and the evidence of relationship learning that was thought to require large mammalian brains until recently [19] [21] [22] , the promise of understanding the mechanisms of such processing in a miniature brain promises to be an insightful tool for bio inspired applications of software in complex and challenging environments.
Challenging Climatic Conditions (Wind)
Flying UAVs in a simple environment is, by current standards, very achievable in well controlled environments. However, the conditions for flying in complex natural environments can be challenging, even for insects [23] . Insects reside in the lowest region of the atmosphere, known as the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL), where the spatial and wind environment can be very complex [24] . During flight insects would routinely have to call upon fine motor-skills to execute rapid maneuvers to slalom past obstacles like trees, leaves, branches, etc. that lay in their flight path. The wind environment insects generally fly in is also very challenging as the wind speed and direction can change rapidly within the ABL [25] [26] . While these conditions are very unfavorable for flight, insects are seemingly capable of flying stably and making accurate decisions. Recent work on the flight performance of bumblebees highlighted their flight prowess in very turbulent wind [3] . Though the bumblebees were clearly influenced by unsteady winds and experienced increased fluctuations in flight speed and body orientation, the bees were exceptional at mitigating the influence of wind turbulence through different flight control strategies. Some of these strategies included, changing wing kinematics, actively changing body orientation and/or changing angle of abdomen with respect to the body [3] [27]. Similar observations have been made on hawk moths flying in unsteady winds [28] , and orchid bees have also been shown to deploy their legs when flying in turbulent environments [25] . While these experiments suggest that insects do encode time-resolved wind information during flight and use the same as part of a closed-loop flight control system, there exits limited information on the mechanistic underpinning of such a system. Our understanding of the influence of unsteady wind on insect flight performance and the various flight control strategies employed by the same is very limited.
The sensory processing demands for stable flight in unsteady wind can also have significant influence on the foraging efficiency and other behavioral aspects. One study tested individual bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) that had to learn a perceptually difficult color discrimination task that required appetitive-aversive differential conditioning to learn and has been implicated in attentional processes for bees. The bees were subsequently tested on their capacity to solve the visual discrimination problem when 6 m/s air puffs were delivered, and this condition caused a significant reduction in the accuracy of decisions for the difficult visual task, suggesting the possibility of links between different perceptual dimensions of vision and tactile wind perception [29] .
It is very likely insects rely on information from a variety of sensory organs and motor controls to enable stable flight. Honeybees and a number of other insects have been shown to be highly visually mediated for various tasks including navigation using visual odometery [30] and landmark learning [31] [32], predator avoidance [33] and detecting or discriminating between various nutritional resources [4] . While the visual system is very stable and robust, it requires significant processing resources and consequently involves high latency in sensory processing (> 60 ms) [34] . The role of vision in flight behaviors occurring over longer time-scales has been well established however the role of vision in maneuvers occurring over short time-scales e.g. rapid evasive maneuver or maintaining stable flight in turbulence is still unclear. Insects may potentially rely on a host of other sensors including tactile sensors that highly augment the sensory information provided by the visual system. Though tactile sensors are generally rate based and are susceptible to noise and drift, they have no latency and may hence serve as a viable sensory platform for rapid responses [35] . An understanding of the tactile sensory system in honeybees and their functional role in flight might provide insight into the mechanisms that enables them to be such exceptional flyers.
Inside the Black Box
To understand how bees can learn complex visual tasks with a miniature brain, and the possible implications for software architecture, it is useful to understand how information is processed in the brain. Visual signals are initially sensed by two compound eyes [4] , each of which contains ommatidia that have cells maximally sensitive to different wavelengths of light (350 nm UV; 440 nm Blue; 540 nm Green). From early on in the visual process there is image segregation where the Green signals are rapidly processed in the lamina facilitating fast achromatic motion processing [36] . The Lamina neurons also project to the medulla; and signals from the UV and Blue bee receptors are first processed in the medulla which contains broad-band, narrow band and also color opponent neurons. Here image segregation may route information along 'hard wired' pathways facilitating fast learning of simple problems, or pathways capable of tuning that may assist learning of complex problems and that project into structures including the mushroom body of the bee brain [4] . Interestingly, the mushroom body receives input from visual and olfactory sensors, and appears to be a multimodal integration processor which may explain the multisensory rule learning capacities of bees described above [8] [37]- [39] .
Recent research has suggested the integration of tactile and visual stimuli by fruit flies as means for controlling flight speed in uneven wind conditions [34] . Therefore, it is reasonable to propose the presence of multimodal processing of visual and tactile signal in hymenopterans as well. Even though it has been demonstrate the ability of bees to maneuver in turbulent wind [3] and an effect of current flow in color perception by bumblebees [29] , currently there is little understanding of multisensory processing for visual and tactile sensors that might help explain these observations. Below we discuss a plausible experiment that may reveal the presence of such a capacity and give insight into what mechanisms bees may have evolved to enable flight and decision making in complex natural environments.
Multi-Sensory Processing Free Flying Insects
Interestingly, to make accurate visual discrimination or decisions bees have to be in a free flying condition [40] . Given the evidence that bees can learn complex visual information well, it becomes interesting to know how bees might use multisensory processing to help with potential uncertainty in complex environments. In a natural context this might include flying between similar flower colors of different species that provide ambiguous visual information, but may additionally have olfactory cues that help a bee disentangle signals to identify the most rewarding flowers from which to collect nutrition [41] . The processing of visual and olfactory information in the bee brain can be linked by rules, since honeybees that have learnt to fly into a Y-maze and solve a complex delayed matching to sample task with visual information, can transfer the acquired information to quickly solve a novel delayed matching to sample problem with olfactory stimuli [42] . This demonstrates that the bee brain can apply learnt rules across these two multiple dimensions of perception. As discussed above, such information is likely to involve processing in the mushroom body of bees as this region of the brain receives multiple sensory inputs and has been implicated as an integration processor of information [8] .
To test how tactile and visual information may be linked we propose that future work could consider bees flying in a wind tunnel such that the wind direction is modulated to either be from the right-left hand side as a bee approaches a dual choice visual task. If, for example, the wind is from the right the bee may have to learn to choose a "yellow" color, but if the wind is from the left had side the bee would have to choose a "blue" color in a counterbalanced experiment design Only one colour (Blue or Yellow) is correct in a given trial (50% chance), and to make a correct choice the bee must bind the tactile and colour information. Between trials, position cues are randomised. If bees can learn this task significant from chance expectation after 60 trials, then it suggests the bee brain has evolved mechanisms to simultaneously bind visual and tactile information. The null condition, if bees do not learn task, would suggest information is handled independently during flight. This would be informative for software engineering to understand what sensory channels should be combined for UAV decision making in complex environments (Figure 1) . This is not a trivial task, as it requires the bee brain to potentially link the different perceptions. If bees can learn to solve this task it will mean that there has been evolutionary pressure to evolve connecting mechanisms between these sensory inputs, but if bees cannot learn the task it would mean that simultaneously processing both tactile and visual information may not be important for flying in complex environments. Either way, such results are likely to be of high value for understanding how to integrate different sensory information in flight systems for machine vision that might operate in complex environments, and should be accounted for and included as an integral part of the control strategy of any autonomous flight program implemented in flying UAVs. 
